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The book I have already been looking for! the name had me thinking it was too. I am breastfeeding my child who's
currently 7 a few months old--due to her allergies I can not consume anything with dairy, soy, eggs or nuts. All of the
recipes in this book do not consist of these elements. It really is so nice to be able to be able to grab a cookbook and
make any recipe in it. After trying many of her recipes, I've decided I eventually want to make everything in this reserve
at least once. I'll never be deprived from exciting, tasty food again! I wish I knew of this book earlier--if I understood of
any other families with similar allergies I'd rush them a copy of the book!Cybele's recipes add a great variety of
restaurant quality foods from gourmet to home style. All the tastes I love are included--so if I am craving something I
used to have the ability to eat--I can find something like it in her book. I love the offered grocery list, with the brands
she uses detailed, and where to order the foods from if I am unable to find them in our supermarket. I have always tried
to stick to organic, whole foods both for taste and health; her publication includes this with the help of excluding
allergenic foods. My hubby enjoys the Cherry Dijon Porkchops, meatballs and even more. Everyone cleaned their plates,
some asked for mere seconds and something joked "If this is the way you eat with allergy symptoms I believe we all
should get some good allergies. Some of the items she recommended do have cross contamination issues. When you eat
her food you do not feel just like anything is missing. It is so fine to have this work done for me personally! I could find
just about everything at my regional Co-op (and I live in a little town).If another edition were to ever be made the only
suggestion for change I'd have would be to include pictures of prepared foods. *The* best meals allergy cookbook out
there! I was diagnosed with multiple food allergies a few months ago, and I couldn't commence to imagine what in the
world I could possibly eat besides fruit and veggies. I did a little analysis on the different allergy cookbooks out there, so
when this one had the highest testimonials, I purchased it. I've tried many of the dishes, and most of them have been
fantastic! That was most likely the greatest decision I made regarding my new diet. Actually my boyfriend, who is
definitely a "normal" meals person, tried all the dishes, and in his terms - "Good, not quite like what I'm used to, but I'll
definitely eat it once again."Since this cookbook eliminates all of the common food allergens, it could be useful for
anyone allergic to any combination of these foods. It also has ideas for substituting back "normal" ingredients, so that
you can choose which foods to get rid of depending on your unique needs.Another great thing concerning this book - it
doesn't use any particularly unusual ingredients.I would recommend any fans to check out Cybele's blog page where
she offers even more ideas, recipes and family updates. Five Stars Great product!An added great thing - the author
prefaces each recipe with history about it, or what things to set with it for a meal, or other useful details.All in all, this
book offers allowed me to keep feeding on the foods I'm used to - even if they have different ingredients. My favorite
recipe so far - the Classic Chocolate Coating cake. It tastes nearly exactly like "normal" chocolate cake! However, the
vast majority of the recipes usually do not demand wheat. spaghetti with turkey meatballs is normally wonderful; I
*love* it! the biscuits are amazing; This is an enormous waste of money! the poultry marsala is magnificent. This book is
the one to get for multiple food allergy symptoms! I donated the book following a quick look---did not find even one
recipe useful to me. Don't waste your money on this one! I recommend people call and verify whether a product is
secure for yourself/your child in general. Barley is not very easily substituted,(I attempted) and includes a signature
taste which makes these recipes function.The author does an excellent job of describing ingredients, specifically natural
sugar substitutes. Enlightening, but not a cooking food bible for the allergic.I'd want to discover another cookbook by
this writer minus the barley flour! Amazing recipes - even those without food allergy symptoms will love them! This is
among my favorite cookbooks, food allergy or not. you can't even taste the difference in the pancakes recipe; The
recipes make us end missing likely to restaurants. Kinda hard to believe she has even googled those ingredients---cause
it really is easy to see they're NOT gluten free of charge! I could serve these dishes to guests without the hesitation--in
fact I ready a gourmet 5-training course meal using the quality recipes in this publication for some good friends
yesterday evening (who did not have food allergies) and they all raved about the food. This is only a *great* cookbook. In
case you have a wheat allergy I believe there might be some quality recipes you can't convert to getting wheat-free so
easily. The banana cupcakes are also great;"Cybele's book is wonderfully organized. As various other reviewers have
pointed out, the main flour the writer utilizes in her quality recipes is barley, followed by oat. I am gluten intolerant
(nothing weird) and there seems to be barley in everything. And I greatly appreciate that eating is normally fun again in



large part because of this wonderful cookbook. Many thanks Cybele Pascal! Not necessarily for food allergies/// Can't
let you know how disappointed I was when I opened the first page of this book and the recipe was full of items I am
allergic to. I enjoy the authors lists of foods and businesses because I came across some new, secure foods from them.
Feel like this person was just taking advantage of the buzz on meals allergies to publish a normal cookbook. Wasted my
money. Five Stars we all keep these things which really helps Don't waste your money on this one! oatmeal raisin
cookies are delectable; Her "gluten free" recipes call for barley, spelt and rye!! I love THE GIRL from Naples sauce, 'My
Favorite Salad Dressing', the soup with crimson pepper, the corn salad, potato salads, and most everything I've tried.!
Sophisticated recipes-gourmet for the allergic This is a fantastic cookbook, but if you're cooking for a kid with multiple
allergies you already are struggling with some difficult cooking techniques. Meat options wasnt expecting that The
reason ill provide them with one star is because most of the recipes had meat in them. Pascal gives delicious menu
options for breakfast, lunch, supper and everything among. This is the first book I've ever experienced love with! But
should you choose eat meat this may be healthy :) Would not buy for gluten free diets The writer uses barley in most
recipes that is not acceptable on a gluten free diet I include her book in my own recommended reading titles in Chapter
5 “The Whole Foods Allergy Cookbook” offers readers hundreds of allergen-free recipes. I'm a vegetarian , & I include
her publication in my suggested reading titles in Chapter 5: Energy Sensitivities to Meals in my book,  Five Stars Very
helpful. Four Stars lots of nutrients, just some adjustments here and there. Most of the additional allergy cookbooks use
actually off-the-wall ingredients that nobody's ever heard of, but all the substances in this cookbook had been readily
available to me.
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